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Abstract: In a multi-agent system, cooperation among agents to form an effective team and finding the most
feasible teammates is not a simple task. However, in some situations, agents cannot carry out their desired tasks
alone as achieving some tasks require more resources than an agent can supply by itself. Team formation is one
of the models for such cooperation among agents. In this paper, we propose minimal- cost team formation based
on dynamic leader election in which, the role of the team leader is not only to coordinate between other agents
for achieving a goal but also to act as information sharing between agents about choosing the most feasible
teammates in minimal-cost among agents. The proposed solution model compared with a situation where no
leader election (Leaderless) is considered. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model can
maximize the agents' utility for achieving the goal than selfish agents within performance ratio 35%~80%. In
addition, the proposed model can reduce not only the processing time to achieve the goal but also the
cooperation cost among teammates and team leader for effective cooperation.
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INTRODUCTION The process of choosing a leader is known as leader

In multi-agent system (MAS), agents can cooperate since  a  leader  guides  agents to find better teammates
with  each  other  in  order  to  accomplish  tasks (i.e. agents which are mutually cooperative to obtain the
especially, where agents cannot carry out their desired desired goal).
tasks  alone.  As  doing some tasks require more Forming a minimal-cost team from a set of agents, to
resources than an agent can supply by itself. In order to complete a given task is a common and an important
be able to effectively cooperate, agents need to reach problem in MAS.That problem can arise in real-world
unanimity on different matters of common interest. Two scenarios  (e.g.,  social  network [5] and distributed
particularly prominent problems are those of leader problem  solving  [6])  where  agents  connected  with
election (e.g., [1, 2]) and team formation. Thus, team some kind of relationship.Agents may have limited
formation based on leader election is required to inspire abilities to obtain their goals individually and need to
agents to find the feasible teammates and help others for communicate  with others extended from direct
achieving a common goal. In such formation, the relationship to indirect relationship that give more
performance of each agent is highly dependent on the opportunities to achieve some or all of their goals. [7]
performance of others and the system as a whole. Discussed the emergent leadership role from different

In distributed system, there is no any central points of the social network.Therefore, improving the
controlling agent that takes a decision and therefore, communication  among  the members through a team
everyone has to communicate with the rest in the system leader can enable the team's work to be better
to make a proper decision. Thus, the communication coordinated  and  completed  with  minimalcost. The
between agents is time-consuming. An agent can be research in Kozlowski and Bell [8] shows that a
elected from the group of available ones as the leader to cooperative behavior among work group members plays
serve as the centralized controller for that decentralized an important role with more cooperative groups
system to reduce the complexity of decision-making [3]. outperforming less cooperative ones.

election [4]. It is an essential matter during team formation
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In  this  paper, we present a cooperative search for leader is under executing. Also, depending on a network
team formation among distributed agents based on leader topology, election algorithms are based on the ring [21] or
election. Our contributions are two-folds. First, a leader asynchronous complete networks by assuming the virtual
election role applied to help agents to prune their ring connecting logically the nodes of the system [22].
communication search for efficient teammates and elect The authors in Tosic and Agha [23] allow agents to
one agent for each team to be the team leader in a self-organize into coalitions and quickly reach a
decentralized manner according to specific criteria. consensus on who is forming a coalition with whom in a
Second, improving the performance to achieve agents' fully decentralized manner while in this paper, the leader
goals in comparison to each agent operates individually. is chosen during the formation of the team in a dynamic

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The manner. In Boongasame et al. [24] a buyer coalition
important literature review discussed in section 2. Section scheme with a connection of a coalition leader proposed
3 provides a proposed team formation solution model and proved by simulation that, it provides additional
based on leader election. In section 4, results from the discounts for the buyers regardless the number of buyers
simulation and performance analysis are demonstrated. within the coalition.The author in Shames et al. [25]
This is followed by concluding the main points and addresses the problem of distributed leader selection in a
suggests future work. formation of autonomous agents where the agents do not

Literature Review: Team formation problem is considered in this paper we address the problem of team formation
one of the main research topics in the field of multiagent based on dynamic leader election where agents
systems and has been analyzed from different communicate together through direct or indirect
perspectives. In some researches, a group of communication channel in a graph taking into
interdependent agents needs to find teams that would consideration the cooperation cost among the teammates.
satisfy their goals [9-13]. In another research, the team Graphs can be used to represent relationships among
formation  can  be  viewed as a coalition formation task, agents [26]. Herein, the role of the leader is to help agents
i.e., through the concept of the cooperative game theory to prune their communication for selecting the most
[14-16]. feasible teammates in order to achieve a specific task.

Agents with bounded resources may lack to Once a leader is elected, all the team's members will
accomplish any of its desired tasks individually.In this acknowledge the role of the leader [27]. Therefore, the
case, an agent has the incentive to form a coalition with leader is the most prominent individual in the current
one or more other agents where the collective resources formed team. 
and joint effort of all agents in such a coalition can
provide better utility to everyone in the coalition [6]. A Minimal-Cost Team Formtion Model: The main

Electing a leader enables agents to accomplish many purpose of this work is a dynamic leader election for
of their tasks more efficiently. Herein, the purpose of ensembles of interdependent agents - that is, as a part of
leader election is to choose an agent that not only their cooperative strategy - with a purpose of forming
coordinates the activity of the team to achieve the goal efficient teams to satisfy agent's goal. Leader election
but also acts as information sharing between agents technique can be used to minimize the communication
about the most feasible teammates. Distributed selection cost among team members (i.e., set of agents) that lead to
of a single leader has been studied in Vasudevan et al. more effective outcomes for the team. In the proposed
[17] and Malpani et al. [18] and algorithms for selecting it model, agents are cooperative and share the same goal.
based on metrics such as betweenness discussed in Tang
and Wang [19].The author in Gawali [20] discussed the Model Formulation: More formally, the team formation
strategies of leader election which are considered an based on dynamic leader election denoted as TF_Leader
influential aspect in distributed systems since the that can be described as a tuple, i.e., TF_Leader = < iA ,
performance of all nodes in the system depending on the P, f, > where A = {a , a ,..., a } is a set of n agents, P =
leader. At the same time, it mentioned the advantages and {p ,...,p } is a set of m task actions (i.e., subtasks) of a
disadvantages of many algorithms for electing a leader in given task, f is a cost function that reflects the cost to
distributed systems such as Bully algorithm and improved accomplish a given task where f:2 N and  is a mapping
bully algorithm but most of these algorithms work when from A to 2 . We assume thatthere is a Boolean function,
the leader fails or elect a provisional leader while the  from A × P to {true, false} as in formula (1).

communicate directly via communication channels. While
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the task action whose (  (a ), p ) = true to take the

(1) (i.e., it requires the agent to communicate with the all rest

Since an agent cannot perform all of his sub-tasks dynamic way from the available current group to be a
individually, it must cooperate with others to form an leader to prune the communication among agents.
effective team T(i.e., A) to satisfy the goal. The cost of A leader is usually chosen based on some criterion
firing agents to form a team is f(T) (i.e., the sum of costs of such as choosing the one with the largest identifier [20]
each agent in the team) and can be defined according to among the group or based on its index as a combination
equation (2). of social network measurements including degree of

f(T) = f(a ) (2) Vasudevan et al. [17] the leader elected according toai T i

The cost should satisfy the following: minimum average distance from other nodes and
where  is the upper bound of achieving a goal and u computation capabilities.i

is the utility of an agent a  (i.e., the agent's benefit from In the proposed model, the leader elected based on ai

joining a team) which can be computed by the Quasi- combination of some criteria as a degree of agent,
linear utility function as in equation (3). closeness of agent and effectiveness of agent that can be

(3)

Such that a T: u  0 centrality measure that reflects the popularity of thati i

Therefore, the total revenue of team formation agent among the group of agents (i.e., the total no. of
computed according to equation (4). direct connections "neighbors").

u(T) = u (4) Deg  = (5)ai T i

Given the formal description presented above, the where N  is the set of agent a 's neighbors. Therefore, the
proposed model based on a graph in which the underlying one that has a highest degree is more likely to have the
undirected graph G = (V, E) captures the communication most power in the team to be a leader. 
topology among the agents. V = A, i.e., the set of vertices
corresponds to the set of agents, e  = (a , a ) E is an Definition 2: Closeness of agent (Clo ) it reflects howi,j i j

edge between agents a  and a , e  = 1. if there is direct this agent close to other current teammates andi j j

communication between two agents and e ,  = 0 otherwise. appropriate responder.i j

The set ofdirect neighbors of agent a  denoted as N =i i

{a : e  = 1, i j  (i,j) E}. The set of agents a 's (6)h i,j i

neighbors' neighbors (i.e., indirect neighbors) denoted as
N  = {a : e  = 1, e  = 1, e  = 0, m i  (i,j, m) E}. where, d(ai, ag) is the number of edges between thei m i,j j,m i,m

Let the set of neighbors (Direct or indirect) for any elected leader and every teammembers, |T| is the
agent denoted as V V. Agent starts searching for cardinality of the team. Therefore, the agent that has a
teammates(i.e., share the same requested task action p  to lowest closeness will be able to reach all (most) teammatesm

form team with them, T  {a } V  where a  T, a a , quickly without extra cooperation cost when necessary.i t t i

and (  (a ), p ) = false.t m

Through searching for the appropriate agent that Definition 3: Effectiveness of agent (Eff ) is the number
provide the task, agent can form a team with others that of direct effective responders to that agent in order to
also need the same requested action and at the same time satisfy the team formation goal (i.e., the one that satisfies
from current formed team, the leader was elected that help as much as possible task actions).
the team to prune their communication and find the most
appropriate responding agent.Searching for the (7)
teammates and the most appropriate agent that provides

t m

proper decision about the formed team is time-consuming

of the agents). In this case, one agent can be elected in a

centrality, closeness [28] and betweenness [7]. In

performance-related metric, e.g., remaining battery life,

defined as follows respectively

Definition 1: Degree of agent (Deg ) is a simplestag
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Therefore, the agent that has a highest effectiveness Algorithm: Minimal-cost team formation based on leader
is the most prominent one in the team that has a direct
way to achieve the goal.

From the above definitions, we can conclude that the
agent that has a maximum degree, maximum effectiveness
and minimum closeness is elected as a leader. So, for a
dynamic leader election process, a combination of these
measurements can be used and defined as a leader  asindex

shown in equation (8) where the one with maximum
leader  is identified as a team leader.index

Leader  = Deg Clo Eff (8)index ag ag ag

The cooperation between teammates and a leader to
obtain the goal considered an additional cost (i.e.,
cooperation cost function cost ). Cost  is required tocoop coop

generate a performance measure of cooperation
associated with team members.

According to the formulation considered in this
paper, the value of the cooperation cost function depends
on some parameters such as the size of team formation
(i.e., |T| total number of teammates), the leader's closeness
(this parameter reflects how far the leader from the team
members as it acts as the main coordinator in the team)
and the average degree of all teammates Av(T) as shown
in equation (9).

(9)

where

Therefore, the actual formation of team based on a
dynamic leader election should consider not only the
utility of agents but also the cooperation cost of actual
formation to such a team as in equation (10).

(10)

In this case, the goal is to find the minimal-cost team
T* that maximizes the collective revenues (i.e., utilities of
team members) as in formula (11) based on leader election.

(11)

Model Procedure: A set of agents form teams
spontaneously in a completely decentralized manner
based on dynamic election of current team leader. The
following algorithm can describe the main procedure of
the proposed model.

election
Input: TF_Leader tuple associated with graph topology
G = (V, E)
Output: Minimal-cost team T*
Preliminary Variables: At any given time during the
search, an agent is in one of three states S[a ] =i

{Unemployed (not assigned to any team), TL (Team-
leader), TM (Teammate)}, T  {}  is the team formation,
Req  {} is a container for parent agents, U (T)  0 is a*

global variable that holds the maximum agent's revenue
along the current formed team and lev is the search stag.
The algorithm includes the main two steps:
Step 1: Initialization

a V:S[a ] = unemployed, lev  1, T ai, Add (Req, a ),i i i

S[a ] = TLi

Step 2: Processing
While (Req is not - empty)
a  get (Req)i

For each a N  Doj i

If S[a ] = unemployed Thenj

If (  (a ), p ) = false Thenj m

1. Add (T, aj)
2. Get leader  (a ) according to equation(8) index j

3. Update TL according to sub-routine (1)
4. Compute (T), cost  and u(T) according to equationcoop

(2), (9) and (11) respectively. 
5. Update T* based on TL according to sub-routine (2)
End if 
If(  (a ), p )= true Theni m

1. Compute (T), u(T) and cost  according to equationcoop

(2), (9) and (11) respectively.
2. Update T* based on TL according to sub-routine (2)
End if 

End if 
Add (Req,a )j
End for each
T T*// get the best team for the current search stagelev

*

If (T ) T –I)* *
lev lev

Stop and return the best minimum-cost team T  such that*

T T –I* *
lev

Else
lev + +
End while
If (Req is empty) Then
Return the existing formed team T*

lev

T T* *
lev

End If
Sub-routine (1): Update_TL ()
// This routine checks best leader for the current formed
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team T Average revenues:is the average revenue earned by
If (leader (a ) leader  Thenindex j index

S[a ] = TLj

S[a ] = TMi

Else
S[a ] = TMj

End if 

Sub-routine (2): Update_T  ()*

// This routine updates the global maximum agent's
revenue variable
If (u(T) > u*(T)) Then
u (T) u(T)*

T T*

End if

In the above algorithm, each initiated agent a  whosei

require a task action i.e., (  (a ), p ) = false and noti m

currently assigned to a team for that requested task action
p  is considered as a TL in a singleton team formation andm

cooperatively search for teammates. During the search,
the agent may encounter other agents either request the
task  action  (i.e.,  requester)  or provide the task action
(i.e., responder). The requester can be evaluated to be a
TL according to it index as in equation (9) or to be a TM.
The TL  can  suggest the most appropriate responder as
one of his neighbors to TMs. Forming the team
considered the cooperative cost among the teammates
and team leader . The search terminates at search stage
that satisfied the following condition; if the best minimum-
cost team at the current search stage is less than or equals
the best minimum-cost team at the previous search stage
then, search terminates and most feasible team formed.
The proposed algorithm guarantees that, the team can be
formed on early stages based on the leader election which
maximize not only the individual agent's utility but also
the team's total utility.

Experimental Results and Performance Analysis: To
evaluate the proposed model and compare its performance
(i.e., the amount of the searchspace explored and value of
the formed team) with leaderless, a series of experiments
was conducted. Each experiment considered a system
with a set of n agents and set of m task actions as shown
in Table 1. The task actions are randomly assigned to
each agent.All results are the average of 50 runs of each
experiment to ensure the accuracy of the proposed model.
To measure the performance analysis of the model, some
evaluation metrics are considered as follows:

agents in a team based on leader election (i.e,
TF_Leader) compared with average revenue of
agents when they are working individually to obtain
their goals (i.e., Leaderless).
Average formation time:is the average amount of
time (in millisecond) taken to achieve the agent's
goal. It is a significant performance measure for team
formation.
Average cooperation cost: this measure estimates
the amount of search space explored to reach a goal
using TF_Leader against Leaderless.
Performance ratio (percent): this measure estimates
the accuracy of the proposed model as a percent of
additional utility obtained at the presence of leader.

In this paper, we use the 95% confidence levelon the
above metrics in which population mean falls within
theinterval (Sample statistic ± margin of error).

Figure 1 shows the confidence interval (CI) on
average revenues (Utility) of agents that obtained in both
modes while Figure 2 illustrated the average processing
time taken in order to form a team. In Figure 1, agents can
achieve their goals by forming a team based on leader
election and obtained utility's benefits more than
achieving their goals individually. With increasing the
number of agents in the system, the utility of agents
increase within the range from 35% to 80%. The 95% CI
on average utility proved that the effectiveness of
proposed model in case of maximizing agent's utility.

From Figure 2, although, the average processing time
(in millisecond) increased with respect to the increased
number of agents in both modes, the average processing
time in case of leaderless is extremely higher than in case
of team formation based on leader. According to different
number of agents, the 95% CI on average time decreased
within the range from 59% to 83% in different experiments.

Figure 3 illustrated the 95% CI on average
cooperation cost. Although, the average cooperation cost
increased as number of agents increased, the searching
for appropriate teammates and team leader to achieve goal
is better and efficient that searching individual with
average cooperation cost went down within the range
from 36% to78% according to different number of agents.

The performance ratio is shown in Figure 4. It reveals
how well an agent's utility is achieved with benefits of
team formation. With increasing number of agents, the
percent  of  utility's benefit  increased  from  35%  to  87%.
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Table 1: Experiment's parameters
Exp. No. No of agents No of task actions
1 10 2
2 20 4
3 30 6
4 40 8
5 50 10

Fig. 1: CI on Average Utility

Fig. 2: CI on Average Processing Time
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Fig. 3: Average Cooperation Cost

Fig. 4: Performance Ratio

This figure reflects the accuracy of the proposed model. that agent might not be able to accomplish the tasks by
Therefore, the proposed team formation model based on themselves and hence cooperation with other agents
dynamic leader election proven its accuracy according to needed. Cooperation among agents to form teams
the performance ratio especially when dealing with large considered as a means for improving the performance to
number of agents. achieve agents' goals (i.e., save time and costs) in

CONCLUSION merits of the proposed model include that 1) the proposed

In this paper, we consider the dynamic leader election reach the agents' team goal; 2) the proposed model can
during team formation in multi-agent systems in order to help agents to achieve better utility that working
minimize the cooperation cost among agents. The gain individually through the dynamic election of the team
shows an average benefit of an agent in a team in case leader during team formation.

comparison to each agent operates individually. The

model can reduce the overhead of cooperation cost to
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